Abstract
Introduction
Models that predict phenotypes and disease states from high-dimensional '-omic' datasets can lead to discovery of useful and predictive biomarkers. The typical approach for learning predictive models is to perform model selection wherein a single model is selected that summarizes the data well. However, when using real datasets there may be substantial uncertainty in choosing one model over all others, especially when the selected model is one of several models that all summarize the data more or less equally well. A sound approach in this situation is Bayesian model averaging (BMA) wherein the prediction for a test instance is obtained from a weighted average of the predictions of all possible models within a model space, with more probable models influencing the prediction more than less probable ones (Hoeting et al., 1999) . Often in real datasets, the number of possible models is enormous, and averaging the predictions over all of them is infeasible. A practical approach is to average over a few good models, termed selective BMA, which serves to approximate the predictions that would be obtained from averaging over all models. The method that we describe in this paper performs selective BMA over a set of probabilistic rules as an approximation to complete BMA over all such rules.
In this paper, we extend a novel rule generation method called Bayesian Rule Learning (BRL), which identifies a single set of probabilistic classification rules learned from a training data set that can be applied to predict the class value on unseen test data. We perform selective BMA over the rule sets of BRL in order to account for model uncertainty. We compare this selective BMA approach to a model selection approach and report experimental results obtained from a range of biomedical datasets.
Background
In this section, we provide details of constrained Bayesian networks, the Bayesian scoring of models, the implementation of model selection in BRL, and the selective model averaging version of BRL (SMA-BRL).
Bayesian networks: A Bayesian network (BN) is a probabilistic graphical model that combines a graphical representation of the probabilistic dependencies between variables and the probabilistic parameters of the BN. The graphical structure is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), where the nodes represent the predictive variables and edges represent a (conditional) probabilistic dependency between corresponding variables. Absence of an edge indicates (conditional) probabilistic independence between the corresponding variables. The probabilistic parameters represent joint probability distributions over a set of predictive variables. BRL uses a Bayesian score (described below) to evaluate constrained BN structures (see Figure 1a) . A complete decision tree (see Figure 1b) represents the parameters of the target node. This tree contains internal nodes that represent predictive variables and terminal nodes (leaves) that store the probability distribution over the target variable. Each leaf has a unique path to the root node. Each path represents a unique configuration of the parental states. Together, the leaves represent every possible parental state. BRL infers a set of rules (Figure 1c ) from the decision tree. The rule set is the classifier model that describes the learned graphical structure and the probabilistic parameters. These rules are used to predict the target value for an unseen instance.
Bayesian score: BRL (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2010) learns a constrained BN structure (where a subset of the predictor variables have edges to the target) and evaluates it using a Bayesian score, which is proportional to the likelihood of the BN structure given the data. In this paper, we use the BDeu score (Heckerman, et al., 1995) to evaluate the BN structures. Equation 1 gives the BDeu score for the target node in the BN structure. Here, the symbol Γ represents the gamma function; j iterates through each of the q joint parental states of the target node in the BN rule-structure S; k iterates through each of the r states of the target node. N jk is the number of instances (samples) in the dataset D in which the target has state k and parents of the target have state j. Here,
. The term α 0 is a userdefined parameter, which is called the prior equivalent sample size (pess). In this paper we set α 0 = 1.
Methods

Algorithms:
We re-implemented the beam search in the BRL, as shown in Figure 2 . The beam is a priority queue of size W, which holds a set of BN structures ordered by the Bayesian score. The new implementation removes certain constraints imposed by the previous implementation, such that, we now search a larger space of models and we ensure that the final beam (of size W) returns each of the best W structures (according to the Bayesian score) evaluated by the search procedure.
Model selection in BRL returns a single model, S, from a total of W models that are generated from the training data, D, by the use of beam search. For a given vector of predictor variable values X, model S generates the posterior distribution of the target values P(T | X, S). This does not account for the uncertainty of model S which is described by its posterior probability P(S | D). In model selection, the selected model is assumed to have a posterior probability of 1. In reality, we are not certain that the model with the highest Bayesian score is indeed the datagenerating model. Ideally, we should account for this uncertainty. In Bayesian model averaging, the predicted posterior distribution of the target is weighted by the uncertainty of the model, for all models in the model space. These terms are then summed to obtain the model averaged posterior distribution of the target. The cardinality of the , where n is the number of predictor variables and B is the maximum number of parents the target node can have. The total number of models grows rapidly in n. It is generally not feasible to enumerate every possible model. Instead, we make use of the W models already available from the existing beam search in the BRL. For model averaging, we average over these W models. This is called selective Bayesian model averaging. Equation 2 gives the average of the posterior distributions of the target node T, averaged over W models.
The posterior probability of each model in Equation 2 is derived using Equation 3.
INPUT: A training dataset D with m instances, a set of n discrete predictor variables X = {X 1 , X 2 … X n }, and a discrete target variable T. The maximum number of parents that the target node T can have is max_parents. The maximum number of rule structures that the beam holds is W.
OUTPUT:
Returns the posterior distribution of the target node given an input vector of n discrete variables.
DEFINITIONS:
T is the target node;
. This is the Bayesian score for rule structure S generated from dataset D (see S best is used to predict T.
(b) BRL_SelectiveModelAveraging:
The W models in F are used to predict T (see Equation 2 ). 
Experimental methods:
We wanted to evaluate and compare the predictive performance of BRL and SMA-BRL, to quantify the change in predictive performance due to model averaging. We evaluated the two algorithms, over the 12 publicly available datasets, using 10 runs of 10-fold stratified cross-validation. For a given run, the mean performance (see below) over the 10 folds was derived. We used the average of those means as an estimate of the predictive performance of the algorithm for a given dataset.
Discretization: BRL and consequently SMA-BRL require discrete values for all the variables in the input dataset. The datasets that we analyzed (see Table 1 ) have continuous valued predictor variables, and a discrete target variable. In the 10 runs of 10-fold cross-validation, each fold was discretized using the efficient Bayesian discretization (EBD) method (Lustgarten, et al., 2011) . EBD takes a parameter λ , which determines the expected number of cut-points for each variable. For our analysis, we set λ = 0.5.
Performance measure:
The performance of the algorithms was evaluated using the percentage of the area under the ROC curve (AUC). The area under the ROC curve is typically used as a summary statistic of discrimination. The AUC is equivalent to the probability that a randomly chosen case from the negative class will have a smaller predicted probability of belonging to the positive class than a randomly chosen case from the positive class.
The average AUCs obtained from the two algorithms for each of the 12 datasets, over 10 runs of 10-fold stratified cross-validation, is analyzed using two statistical tests. We used the tests to check whether the difference between the performances of the two classifiers over the 12 datasets is non-random. The tests included (1) significance testing with the Wilcoxon paired-samples two-sided signed ranks test, and (2) effect size testing with paired-samples two-tailed t-test. We used the Statistics Toolbox from MATLAB to perform these tests (MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox Release 2013b, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States).
Results and discussion
The average AUCs obtained from the two algorithms for each of the 12 datasets is shown in Table 2 . The result from the significance tests show that SMA-BRL is statistically significantly better than BRL based on these AUC values. We observe that the difference between the average AUC, for BRL and SMA-BRL, across the 12 datasets is small. We also observe that for each of the 12 datasets we analyzed in this paper, SMA-BRL either obtains an equivalent or better average AUC performance than BRL. Note that the SMA-BRL uses the same search engine as the BRL. The BRL generates W models but only one is selected and used for inference on a test case. SMA-BRL makes use of all the W models for its inference. Therefore, SMA-BRL only requires an additional constant time operation during the model inference step. As a result, SMA-BRL returns a robust classifier, which is worth exploring, at very little additional computational cost. A limitation of SMA-BRL when compared to BRL is that the predictions based on SMA-BRL involve the weighted inference of W probabilistic rules, which is more complex to understand than the inference of a single rule in BRL.
Case Study:
We examined the models learned by BRL and SMA-BRL on one of the training folds of dataset 12 (see Table 1 ). The ROC curve of the models is shown in Figure 3 . The AUC of the BRL model is 77.47 and of the SMA-BRL model is 82.42. The BRL model included three biomarkers (MIF, Thrombos, and SAA) and the SMA-BRL model, in addition to the three biomarkers, included five more biomarkers (IL-8, IGFBP-1, PROLACTI, TTR, and RANTES). In future work, we plan to study the relative importance of these variables and their biological significance.
Conclusion
SMA-BRL accounts for model uncertainty, which the model selection method BRL ignores. SMA-BRL generates robust predictions from a committee of plausible models. The strong theory underlying Bayesian model averaging is supported by the results from our analysis of 12 datasets. Moreover, since SMA-BRL only averaged over the models encountered in the BRL search, the computational time complexity of the two algorithms is almost identical. Thus, the improved results achieved with SMA-BRL are obtained essentially for free. Overall, these results support using model averaging when predicting outcomes in biomedical datasets that are similar to the 12 datasets analyzed in this paper. Table 2 . Average AUCs obtained from BRL and SMA-BRL using 10 runs of 10-fold cross-validation for the 12 datasets described in Table 1 . For each dataset, the result of the better performing algorithm is shown in bold. The last row shows the average from the 12 datasets and the standard error of mean (SEM). (Table 1 ).
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